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Broadcasts from July 2016

Victorious! The David Ring Story 3
Jul 29, 2016

A few months ago, Christians all around the world gathered to celebrate the death and resurrection of our 
Lord. But did you ever stop t think WHY the Son of God chose to suffer so much? On this broadcast, 
evangelist David Ring suggests it’s because the Lord saw you and me, in our helpless state, coming 
down a long and lonely road. Despite his lifelong struggle with cerebral palsy, David brings a message of 
hope we all need to hear.
Listen

Victorious! The David Ring Story 2
Jul 28, 2016

The childhood nursery rhyme “Row, Row, Row your Boat” ends by proclaiming that “life is but a dream!” 
And yet as evangelist David Ring points out today on Family Talk, life was a nightmare for him. Growing 
up with cerebral palsy, he was teased and ridiculed every day at school. And yet now as a worldwide 
speaker, David realizes God meant it all for good and – it’s okay not to be okay! Don’t miss the second 
part of his story.
Listen
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Victorious! The David Ring Story 1
Jul 27, 2016

Here on Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson, it’s the story of evangelist David Ring. Oxygen-deprived for 
18 minutes after his birth, David was left on a table to die, and as a result, he lives with cerebral palsy 
today. Orphaned at 14 after the death of both parents, David had to learn how to overcome even more 
obstacles. So today he asks us, “I’ve got cerebral palsy… what’s YOUR problem?” It’s a Family Talk 
challenge for ALL of us who struggle, listen to the broadcast Now!
Listen

Overcoming Childhood Traumas 2
Jul 26, 2016

Last time on Family Talk, we started the incredible story of Stephanie Fast – a war orphan who lived in 
caves and ate mice and locusts. When a missionary and his wife adopted her, she found it hard to accept 
the love they offered. What will her story teach you about the love of God and the power of having a 
forever family? Find out by listening to today’s broadcast!
Listen
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Overcoming Childhood Traumas 1
Jul 25, 2016

Did you know that there are more than 16 million orphans in the world? Seeing kids on the streets is not 
an everyday sight for those of us in the U.S., so it can be too easy to forget that they’re out there. Now on 
Family Talk, hear the story of one Korean War orphan whose life was changed by the love of God and 
her adoptive parents. Don’t miss it!
Listen

God is at Work 2
Jul 22, 2016

In the face of competition, ‘downsizing’ and scarce jobs, it can be easy to conclude that we need to put in 
60-70 hours a week at the office just to convince the boss we’re valuable enough to keep around. And 
yet, when entrepreneur Ken Eldred did the math, he concluded he simply couldn’t be the husband and 
father he was meant to be and still maintain that kind of schedule. Hear his solution on this broadcast.
Listen

God is at Work 1
Jul 21, 2016

In the face of competition, ‘downsizing’ and scarce jobs, it can be easy to conclude that we need to put in 
60-70 hours a week at the office just to convince the boss we’re valuable enough to keep around. And 
yet, when entrepreneur Ken Eldred did the math, he concluded he simply couldn’t be the husband and 
father he was meant to be and still maintain that kind of schedule. Hear his solution on this broadcast.
Listen
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God Chose You
Jul 20, 2016

Colossians 3:16 reminds us to do everything in the name of Jesus, giving thanks along the way. Hear 
from a man who speaks with touching humor and great feeling about how to truly get to know Jesus. This 
broadcast is a lesson about walking with the Lord through all of life’s experiences, both good and bad.
Listen

Looking Ahead to College 2
Jul 19, 2016

Co-ed dorms and showers… easy access to alcohol… constant criticism of Judeo-Christian values: Is this 
the kind of college experience you want your son or daughter to have?! Tune in to Family Talk with Dr. 
James Dobson and hear about the other options available at universities that want to link arms with you 
to raise up the next Wilbur Wilberforce or Patrick Henry.
Listen

Looking Ahead to College 1
Jul 18, 2016
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Fall will be here before you know it, and if you have a high school student, your mailbox will probably be 
flooded with college flyers soon: Public, private… in-state, out-of-state… so many things to consider! This 
classic edition of Family Talk, features the late Bill Armstrong, college president and former US Senator. 
He shares his unique insight and offers great advice to help you sort our all the options and decide what’s 
best for your son or daughter.
Listen

Let the Buyer Beware 2
Jul 15, 2016

Many of us have been impacted at one time or another by economic uncertainty. Additionally, the 
average family now carries $8,000 in credit card debt which makes everything even harder. During these 
difficult times, good financial advice is hard to come by and staying afloat financially is harder than ever. 
Don’t miss Dr. Dobson’s conversation with financial expert Dave Ramsey, who explains 5 simple 
principles of smart money management! That’s here on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

Let the Buyer Beware 1
Jul 14, 2016

In times of economic uncertainty, it might be even more tempting to fall for “get rich quick” e-mail ads and 
marketing ploys such as, “90 days same as cash.” The reality is, though, if it sounds too good to be true, 
it probably is! On this program, Dr. Dobson sits down with financial expert Dave Ramsey to discuss how 
to be financially wise and stay afloat in this tough economy. So don’t miss this edition of Family Talk with 
Dr. James Dobson.
Listen
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Savoring the Wisdom
Jul 13, 2016

Hey Mom, is that “mothering instinct” all it’s made out to be? On this Family Talk, you’ll discover that a 
nurturing disposition doesn’t necessarily translate into the ability to manage a home, love your husband, 
and care for those kids! Yet while these qualities and abilities may not be innate, they can certainly be 
learned. Learn how on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

God Bless America on the Battlefield 2
Jul 12, 2016

Maybe you’ve seen the movie Black Hawk Down, or maybe you remember the news footage of the fateful 
day. General Boykin was there and what he saw rocked his faith to the core. On this classic edition of 
Family Talk, he shares what God revealed to him in the midst of the carnage. Don’t miss a moment of this 
edition of Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson.
Listen

God Bless America on the Battlefield 1
Jul 11, 2016
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“God Bless America” is one of those beloved patriotic tunes we may hum while standing on the curb at a 
Veteran’s Day parade. And yet, it takes on a whole new meaning when you’re far across the ocean, 
preparing for battle. On the next Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson, a retired three - star general recalls 
the night he led his troops in singing this very song right before they launched an intense rescue 
operation in Egypt. Hear how his faith strengthened him to fight for the country he loves on Family Talk 
with Dr. James Dobson.
Listen

The Hidden Message of the Great Seal of the United States 2
Jul 08, 2016

Why are there 13 steps in the pyramid on the Great Seal? Why is it flat on top? What do the mottoes 
mean? These are just some of the questions you may have about this American icon. But the most 
important question Michael Kanis answers as he concludes his conversation on the Great Seal is “Why 
does any of that matter?” Don’t miss his intriguing answer as we conclude American Independence 
Week.
Listen

The Hidden Message of the Great Seal of the United States 1
Jul 07, 2016

You’ve probably seen it thousands of times, but how often have you noticed it? Here on Family Talk, 
guest Michael Kanis encourages you to look closely at the Great Seal of the United States to discover 
hidden messages from out founding fathers. Learn how these messages can help us to preserve the 
values our nation was built upon. American Independence week continues today on Family Talk.
Listen
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America’s Birthday The Real Story
Jul 06, 2016

All across the country we just celebrated Independence Day with fireworks, BBQs, and red, white and 
blue parades. As the sparklers fade, you may ask yourself, “Do my kids know the REAL story behind the 
revolution of 1776?”. . . . do I?” If not – well, now you can! Gather the family around for a special tribute to 
our nation’s birthday.
Listen

The Forgotten Promise Of American Liberty 2
Jul 05, 2016

The history of America is filled with the stories of men and women who labored, fought and prayed for 
liberty. Today, we inch forward, tolerating our culture and forgetting the liberties our ancestors died for. 
Without cultivating the knowledge of this country’s history, we cannot hope to shape its future. Listen in as 
Dr. Dobson and Eric Metaxas remind us of the promise of American liberty, and what we can do as a 
nation to save it.
Listen
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The Forgotten Promise Of American Liberty 1
Jul 04, 2016

We’re celebrating American Independence all week! While this generation is blessed to enjoy the fruits 
born out of hardship, we need to be aware of something very important. Liberty is fragile. It is not the 
natural state of mankind. We’ve forgotten what we have. Hear Dr. Dobson and Eric Metaxas passionately 
discuss the US Constitution, and why looking at history could save our future today.
Listen

Breaking the Silence
Jul 01, 2016

Here on Family Talk, you will actually get to hear a miracle on air as we share a classic broadcast, 
featuring a recording of the exact moment that God healed Pastor Duane Miller. This story is a great 
reminder that God is sovereign, and we can trust Him no matter what we’re going through right now.
Listen
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Broadcasts from August 2016

Ken Davis Shares From His Heart
Aug 31, 2016
Ever get tired of BAD news? For a time of refreshment and inspiration, make sure to catch the next episode of 
Family Talk. Comedian and author, Ken Davis will sit down with our host, Dr. James Dobson and share from his 
heart about his relationship with his war hero father, and the moment in his fifties that literally changed his life.

Listen

You May Be the Only Bible Somebody Reads 2
Aug 30, 2016

Matthew Maher was born and raised in a strong Christian family, and for most of his life he was a good 
reflection of that upbringing. Then one night, he made one choice that changed everything. But through it 
all, Matthew was committed to bringing good out of that tragedy and that’s exactly what he is doing. Hear 
the story of his journey from pro soccer player to ex- convict to an influential leader of thousands of youth 
every year. That’s coming up now on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen
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You May Be the Only Bible Somebody Reads 1
Aug 29, 2016

Matthew Maher was born and raised in a strong Christian family, and for most of his life he was a good 
reflection of that upbringing. Then one night, he made one choice that changed everything. But through it 
all, Matthew was committed to bringing good out of that tragedy and that’s exactly what he is doing. Hear 
the story of his journey from pro soccer player to ex- convict to influential leader of thousands of youth 
every year. That’s coming up now on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

Communicating God’s Design for the Family 2
Aug 26, 2016

No doubt you’ve noticed how much values have changed in your lifetime. We’ve rapidly become a post-
Christian society, and it’s not uncommon to see faith mocked in popular culture. This change didn’t 
happen overnight. Erin Brownback joins Roger Marsh with interesting insight on how long-term, strategic 
messaging campaigns have shaped the world. She also shares how Christians can use the same tools to 
shape the world our children will inherit. Don’t miss this fascinating conversation!
Listen
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Communicating God’s Design for the Family 1
Aug 25, 2016

No doubt you’ve noticed how much values have changed in your lifetime. We’ve rapidly become a post-
Christian society, and it’s not uncommon to see faith mocked in popular culture. This change didn’t 
happen overnight. Erin Brownback joins Roger Marsh with interesting insight on how long-term, strategic 
messaging campaigns have shaped the world. She also shares how Christians can use the same tools to 
shape the world our children will inherit. Don’t miss this fascinating conversation!
Listen

The Future of Christian Education 2
Aug 24, 2016

Last week, voters in California narrowly escaped a bill that would have changed the face of Christian 
Education and threatened religious liberty in the state. Activists are already vowing to strengthen the bill, 
so Dr. Dobson invited Dr. John Jackson—the president of a Christian College–to discuss how parents 
can protect their educational rights both now and in the future.
Listen
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The Future of Christian Education 1
Aug 23, 2016

Last week, voters in California narrowly escaped a bill that would have changed the face of Christian 
Education and threatened religious liberty in the state. Activists are already vowing to strengthen the bill, 
so Dr. Dobson invited Dr. John Jackson—the president of a Christian College–to discuss how parents 
can protect their educational rights both now and in the future.
Listen

Softening a Crusty Heart
Aug 22, 2016

After the unexpected death of his father when he was 13, Don Coble quickly embraced a life of crime. 
When the Deputy Sheriff “invites" him to join the army or face the law, Coble finds himself in a world 
where hard talking, hard drinking and hard living become ingrained in his character. Years later Coble 
hears about Jesus Christ – and then his redemption story truly begins. Hear how this retired Lieutenant 
Colonel turned from a toxic way of living to a heart full of love and a life sold out for God.
Listen

Navigating The Journey of Life 2
Aug 19, 2016

Dr. Dobson speaks with long-time friend and strong man of God, Dr. Rich Hosley. They reminisce on the 
forging of their friendship through an eventful white water rafting trip and how it has grown through 
seasons of loss and seasons of joy. Dr. Hosley lost his wife Jeanette of 48 years back in 2013 and Dr. 
Dobson interviews him on life as a widower and the faithfulness of God during our loneliest moments.
Listen
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Navigating The Journey of Life 1
Aug 18, 2016

Dr. Dobson speaks with long-time friend and strong man of God, Dr. Rich Hosley. They reminisce on the 
forging of their friendship through an eventful white water rafting trip and how it has grown through 
seasons of loss and seasons of joy. Dr. Hosley lost his wife Jeanette of 48 years back in 2013 and Dr. 
Dobson interviews him on life as a widower and the faithfulness of God during our loneliest moments.
Listen

Ask Dr. Meg: Today’s Answers for Tomorrow’s Questions
Aug 17, 2016

It’s time to “Ask Dr. Meg”! On this episode, a good friend of the ministry, pediatrician, author and mom, Dr. 
Meg Meeker answers questions on a variety of topics. Ranging from coping with fearful 6 year olds, to 
dealing with violent toddlers, to learning how dads can help their daughters navigate serious anxiety - you 
won’t want to miss her trusted advice.
Listen

Dealing with the Difficult Child 2
Aug 16, 2016
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Parenting is a tough job, especially if you’re parenting a difficult child. Today on Family Talk, Dr. Tim 
Clinton rejoins Dr. Dobson to offer practical tips and encouragement for strengthening your relationship 
with that extra effort child. Learn more by listening to this broadcast!
Listen

Dealing with the Difficult Child 1
Aug 15, 2016

Today we ask, do you struggle to connect with one or more of your children? Maybe she’s strong willed 
and every day is a battle, or maybe you don’t share his interests or hobbies. Dr. Tim Clinton joins Dr. 
Dobson in the studio to talk about the “extra effort kid” and what you can do to strengthen that difficult 
relationship. Listen to this broadcast for answers that may help you raise your “extra effort kid.”
Listen

The Dangers of "Hooking Up" 2
Aug 12, 2016

Have you ever tried to reuse a Band-Aid over and over again? Everyone knows it doesn’t work – after 
several attempts, that Band-Aid simply loses its ability to stick! On this broadcast of Family Talk with Dr. 
James Dobson, two physicians warn that the very same thing occurs in marriage when intimacy has been 
breached beforehand. It’s medical evidence for God’s glorious design.
Listen
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The Dangers of "Hooking Up" 1
Aug 11, 2016

On this broadcast – it’s straight talk for all parents wanting to teach their kids the importance of saving 
intimacy for marriage. Dr. James Dobson sits down with two OB-GYNS to discuss the latest scientific 
research supporting God’s design for sexual purity. If you need help standing against the tidal wave of 
culture, you’ll get it on this broadcast so listen in!
Listen

The Ark Encounter
Aug 10, 2016

Join us in experiencing one of the most well-known moments in the Bible at the new historically themed 
park featuring a full-size Noah’s Ark. Dr. Ken Ham introduces this educational and entertaining attraction 
and explains why it’s more than just a tourist stop – it’s also a message of hope.
Listen

Finding God in the Grief 2
Aug 09, 2016
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After his time as a recovery firefighter in the rubble of the twin towers, Tom Bowen struggled with physical 
and emotional injuries. Then, just as he was beginning to heal, his son was diagnosed with a terminal 
illness. As he walked through tragedy and hardship, Tom learned to invest deeply into his relationship 
with God and with others. This broadcast is a story of recovery and healing.
Listen

Finding God in the Grief 1
Aug 08, 2016

Digging through the smoldering ruins of the twin towers brought one firefighter face-to-face with 
unimaginable horrors. Things went from bad to worse after he was injured in the rubble. But even that 
was just the beginning of his grueling emotional and physical trial. Hear how he learned to worship God 
through it all on this broadcast!
Listen

Saving My Assassin 2
Aug 05, 2016

In a land of lies, Virginia Prodan spent her life searching for the truth. She found it in the Bible – the most 
forbidden book in Romania. Because of her bold stand for Christ, she was kidnapped, beaten, tortured, 
and placed under house arrest. And then a contract was put out on her, but you won’t believe what 
happened when the assassin came to kill her. Don’t miss the exciting conclusion on today’s broadcast.
Listen
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Saving My Assassin 1
Aug 04, 2016

As a young attorney under Nicolae Ceauescu’s brutal communist regime, Virginia Prodan had spent her 
entire life searching for the truth. When she finally found it in the most forbidden book in all of Romania, 
she accepted the divine call to defend fellow followers of Jesus Christ against unjust persecution in an 
ungodly land. Hear this amazing story of faith here on Family Talk.
Listen

I Will Never Leave Thee 3
Aug 03, 2016

Even through the most difficult of circumstances and after losing all she had, Darlene Rose put her trust 
in the Lord and gave her all to Him. On this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, she will share the 
unbelievable conclusion to her powerful story as a prisoner of war.
Listen

I Will Never Leave Thee 2
Aug 02, 2016
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The words, “this person must die” were written above her door, yet she never lost faith. On this edition of 
Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear from missionary, Darlene Rose, as she continues to share her 
story about her time in a Japanese prison camp during World War II. This is surely a powerful message of 
redemption.
Listen

I Will Never Leave Thee 1
Aug 01, 2016

What would be your reaction to God if one day you were serving Him as a missionary in the jungle, and 
the next day you were captured as a prisoner of war? On this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, 
hear the story of Darlene Rose and her tremendous faith in those exact circumstances. Don’t miss her 
exciting story on this broadcast!
Listen
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Broadcasts from September 2016

Dr. Bruce Wilkinson: The Power of Forgiveness
Sep 30, 2016

Does it feel as if your prayers are stuck or are you finding it harder to hear from God? This may be 
because of unforgiveness in your heart. Learn how to forgive—for real and forever—in this speech from 
the National Day of Prayer. Find out more now on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

The Greatest of These is Love 2
Sep 29, 2016

Many remarkable stories have been handed down to us from World War 2: Stories of survival, stories of 
standing up to wickedness, and stories of doing the right thing in the midst of evil. On this classic edition 
of Family Talk, Corrie Ten Boom shares a story that includes all those elements and more, yet it’s also a 
story of love and forgiveness. Don’t miss the inspiring conclusion on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen
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The Greatest of These is Love 1
Sep 28, 2016

Hear from one of the greatest heroes of the Christian faith as Corrie Ten Boom shares her story of life in a 
Nazi concentration camp. Despite the cruel treatment she experienced, she shares a message of love 
and forgiveness. Tune in for her inspirational and life changing story on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk 
heard.
Listen

Keep Your Love On 2
Sep 27, 2016

Keeping your love on--It’s a hard thing to do. Sometimes it’s the hardest thing to do. But if you want to 
build healthy relationships with God and others, learning to Keep Your Love On is non– negotiable. 
Danny and Sherri Silk return to explain how you can have a love that stays on no matter what. That’s now 
on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

Keep Your Love On 1
Sep 26, 2016

For ten years, Danny and Sherri Silk struggled to make their marriage work. Now, they travel the world 
helping others heal and strengthen their relationships. On this edition of Family Talk, they join Dr. Dobson 
to share how they overcame that rocky beginning and learned how to keep their love on. Learn more 
about this God-centered approach to relationships here on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen
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The Gift of a Father's Love 2
Sep 23, 2016

A father’s heart is the best gift that he can give to his children at any age. Here on Family Talk, Dr. 
Dobson and Dr. Tim Clinton share more touching stories to remind us of the importance of a father’s love. 
Don’t miss their great conversation and their sound advice for fathers everywhere. Tune into Dr. James 
Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

The Gift of a Father's Love 1
Sep 22, 2016

The word “father” brings up so many different images. There are the stories we see in movies and TV, the 
father you had—or maybe didn’t have—in your home as a kid, or even the kind of father you are 
compared to the kind of father you want to be. Now on Family Talk, hear about the life-long impact fathers 
have on their children. Get great information, advice and stories about fathering today on Dr. James 
Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen
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The Flipside of Feminism 3
Sep 21, 2016

It was called the “Women’s Lib” movement and we were told it would free women from oppression, but 
now on Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson, we’ll hear Phyllis Schlafly (FILL-is SHLAFF-lee) explain what 
the leaders of the feminist movement really wanted—to “free” women from home, husband, and children. 
Learn how to reject the lies of feminism in your own life, now on Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson.
Listen

The Flipside of Feminism 2
Sep 20, 2016

Now on Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson—feminist lies EXPOSED, by the legendary conservative 
leader, Phyllis Schlafly (FILL-is SHLAFF-lee). She’ll explain how feminist leaders weren’t interested in 
increasing economic benefits for families by encouraging women to enter the workforce—they simply 
disdained the role of the full-time homemaker. Have you let feminist lies infiltrate YOUR home? Find out 
now on Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson.
Listen

The Flipside of Feminism 1
Sep 19, 2016

In this world of mixed-up gender roles and political correctness, what did God really intend when he made 
us male and female? Find out on this episode of Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson when we’ll dive into 
this controversial topic with a conservative icon, Phyllis Schlafly (FILL-is SHLAFF-lee). If you know a 20-
or-30-year-old woman caught up in the lies of feminism, give her a call and have her tune into Family Talk 
with Dr. James Dobson.
Listen
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The Daniel Prayer 2
Sep 16, 2016

It’s important to vote in the upcoming election, but the most important thing believers must do is pray 
fervently for the future of our nation. The real battle is a spiritual one, so Anne Graham Lotz calls warriors 
to their knees to fight for this country. Hear more about the Daniel Prayer and how it can change the 
world, now on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

The Daniel Prayer 1
Sep 15, 2016

Daniel prayed a prayer of desperation for his people, his culture, and his homeland, and God brought 
them back from exile. Anne Graham Lotz shows us how we can cry out to God with that same 
desperation to heal our land. Learn how you can pray the prayer that moves heaven now on Dr. James 
Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

Adrenaline and Stress 3
Sep 14, 2016
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We all remember our mom’s advice to never hold a grudge. Well, your mom was right. On this edition of 
Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, Dr. Dobson, and guest, Dr. Arch Hart, tackle the issue of how 
resentment and anger can actually kill you. Turn over a new page, practice forgiveness, and find new 
peace.
Listen

Adrenaline and Stress 2
Sep 13, 2016

If you’re tired of feeling frazzled and not sleeping, and you feel like you can’t keep up with life, don’t miss 
this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk. The busyness of your hectic schedule could not only be 
affecting your family life, but it could actually be killing you. Manage the stress before it manages you.
Listen

Adrenaline and Stress 1
Sep 12, 2016

You’re stuck in traffic, late to work, and still don’t know who is going to get Johnny to soccer practice. 
Pause. Take a breath, and make the time to tune into this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, as 
Dr. Dobson talks to Dr. Arch Hart about how the daily rat race affects your health AND your family. Hear a 
practical conversation about simplifying life.
Listen
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How to Know You're in Love
Sep 09, 2016

In most Hollywood movies, love is all about following your heart and just doing what feels good. Today on 
Family Talk, Dawson McAllister counters that with the Bible’s description of love. For most people, 
choosing a spouse is the second most important decision they’ll ever make, so it’s important to get it right. 
Learn what God has to say about true love on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

The Fight Against Universal Healthcare in Colorado 2
Sep 08, 2016

Jim and Carol Perry joined Dr. Dobson are in the studio to talk about a proposed change to the Colorado 
Constitution that would bring Universal Health Care to the state. This would mean higher taxes and less 
individual control of health care decisions. As they warn, this could very well spread to other states soon, 
so we invite all listeners to tune in and get informed on this episode of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

The Fight Against Universal Healthcare in Colorado 1
Sep 07, 2016
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Jim and Carol Perry joined Dr. Dobson are in the studio to talk about a proposed change to the Colorado 
Constitution that would bring Universal Health Care to the state. This would mean higher taxes and less 
individual control of health care decisions. As they warn, this could very well spread to other states soon, 
so we invite all listeners to tune in and get informed on this episode of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk.
Listen

Women and Friendships 2
Sep 06, 2016

Do you ever think it’s hard to hold on to strong relationships? Now on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, 
we’ll consider whether or not that’s because we expect our friends to be perfect, when we are FAR from 
it. Learn how to find a friend, and more importantly, how to BE one, on this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s 
Family Talk.
Listen

Women and Friendships 1
Sep 05, 2016

Wives, are you depending TOO much on your husband to meet your emotional needs? 
Listen
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Passion For America 2
Sep 02, 2016

Jesus directed us to ‘go forth and make disciples’, yet only 1% of church leaders think churches are doing 
a good job of disciplining new and young believers. Joe White joins Dr. Dobson to talk about his program 
to equip an army of believers to help others grow in their faith and take the message of God everywhere 
they go.
Listen

Passion For America 1
Sep 01, 2016

Jesus directed us to ‘go forth and make disciples’, yet only 1% of church leaders think churches are doing 
a good job of discipling new and young believers. Joe White joins Dr. Dobson to talk about his program to 
equip an army of believers to help others grow in their faith and take the message of God everywhere 
they go.
Listen
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